
Tiddly Cove Yacht Club  
 

Amendment to Notice of Race 
 

Passage Island Race 2013. 
 

 
      In the absence of a committee this year we are proposing a Tiddly Cove type 
solution in a heavily modified Jack Rabbit start. There are three main points to 
consider in the amendment as spelled out specifically below. First is the start 
sequence will consist of your own GPS time and horns only, secondly you will 
need to provide an elapsed finish time in the possible absence of a finishing boat 
on station, and third, do not crash into Senza as they sacrifice their starting 
strategy in order to site the line. 
 
 
Boats must check in by 10:45 on Channel 68, giving boat name and sail number.   
 
 
STARTING PROCEDURE:   
 
Amending 3.1, 3.2, 4.1.1, 4.6, 5.1, 5.4 of the NOR. 
 
The start is a normal running start with the following major differences: 
 

1. The start line will run between the kits barge bouy or the Westernmost 
point of a barge tied to the bouy should that be the case, and the float at 
Kitsilano Yacht Club. The committee boat (Senza) will be participating in 
the race and is neither a mark, nor a part of the start line.  
 

2. No flags will be displayed. You are responsible for having an accurate 
(GPS) time. Time will constitute the official signals in lieu of flags, NOT 
HORNS. However, as normal, horns will be sounded as the start sequence 
counts down. 

  
3. The start sequence will be conducted using horns only. NO FLAGS. All 

boats will start at once after the normal 5 – 4 – 1 – GO sequence of horns. 
 
10:55.     one horn. 
10:56      one horn 
10:59      one horn —— (the committee boat, SENZA, will turn to approach 



the Barge Buoy from the north, and sight the line).  
11:00    start.  One horn, or 2 in case of an OCS.  
*Should there be a delay in the start sequence, Senza will sound three horns 
signaling “come within hail”, and new start times will be announced. 
 
 

4. Boats OCS will be notified on channel 68 and will be required to re-cross 
the start line. 

 
 
COURSE: 
 
Remains around Passage Island in either direction and return.  
 
 
FINISH: 
 
Amending 4.2, 4.3, 4.3.1, 5.1 
 
The finish line is the same as the start line however you must be within two boat 
lengths of the barge bouy when you record your time through the finish. 
 
Take your own finish time when you cross the line, make careful record of it and 
report that time to the committee/Senza. 
 
Time limit 16:30. 
 
 
Contact Info: 
John Lee, TCYC Fleet Captain 
email: info@johnleeimages.com 
tel: 604 . 617 . 4439 
 


